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The high-pressure magnetic properties of the iodo-substituted bisdiselenazolyl radical ferromagnet IBPSSEt
have been studied by vibrating-coil SQUID magnetometry. The magnetic state at a pressure (P ) of approximately
2 GPa has the highest Curie temperature (TC ) of 27.5 K, and displays an ideal three-dimensional (3D)
ferromagnetic interaction network. The value of TC observed by ac magnetic susceptibility measurements is
consistent with that obtained from dc measurements below approximately 4 GPa. Field-cooled dc measurements
at more elevated pressures reveal a slow evolution of magnetic ordering, so that at P > 6 GPa the structure may
be described in terms of a 1D ferromagnetic chain with predominantly antiferromagnetic lateral (interchain)
interactions, in accord with the results of density functional theory calculations.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.99.014417
I. INTRODUCTION

In 1963, Anderson noted the potential of “crystals of
organic free radicals” as a new category of magnetic material
[1]. Since then the idea that molecular radicals might serve
as building blocks for organic ferromagnets has stimulated
research in the design of new radical-based magnetic materials
[2–6]. The study of ferromagnetic exchange interactions in
radical systems started with the study of galvinoxyl in 1967
[7,8] and bulk ferromagnetic (FM) ordering by a throughbond interaction was observed for the first time in the β-phase
of p-nitrophenyl nitronyl nitroxide (p-NPNN) in 1991 [9].
Later, many other light heteroatom radicals such as nitroxyls
and verdazyls displaying ferromagnetic order (FMO) were
characterized [10–13]. Ferromagnetic thiazyl radicals [14]
and radical ions [15] have also been generated. In the latter
systems the value of TC (7 K) can be increased to more
than 10 K by the application of pressure [16]. Later work
on a mixed bis(thiaselenazolyl) radical containing two sulfur
and two selenium atoms afforded TC = 12 K [17], and with
full selenium incorporation TC was raised to 17 K [18]. This
latter value exceeds the highest value previously observed for
non-metal-based ferromagnets (16 K for TDAE · C60 in 1991)
[19]. The effect of pressure on the structure and magnetic
properties of these high TC materials has deepened our understanding of their magnetic interaction networks [20–22].
Along with systematic structural modifications by syntheses (chemical pressure), the use of hydrostatic physical
pressure to control and modify molecular crystal structures
has proven an effective means of increasing TC [5]. As shown
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in Table I and Fig. 1, the change in TC as a function of pressure
(P ) has been investigated for many radical ferromagnets,
including galvinoxyl [23,24], β-phase p-NPNN [25–27] and
other nitronyl nitroxides [28], Dupeyredioxyl [29], TEMPO
[30], as well as various verdazyl, thiazyl [5,16], and selenazyl
[20–22,31] systems. For some radicals FM ordering has been
observed to evolve to antiferromagnetic (AFM) ordering at
high pressures, i.e., an FM-to-AFM transition [5,26,27,30].
Among them, p-Cl-TEMPO with intermolecular C–H · · · O–
N contacts exhibits repeated down-up changes in TC accompanying a systematic reduction in the magnitude of the magnetic
susceptibility [30]. Indeed, all radical ferromagnets eventually
lose bulk FM ordering with increasing compression to higher
pressures, as it is difficult to maintain a ferromagnetic correlation for all interaction paths, given the π-stacked architecture
found in most radical crystal structures and their nonlocalized
molecular spin distribution.
Understanding the response of bisdiselenazolyl radical ferromagnets XBPSSEt (X = Cl, Br, I) to pressure has been
aided by the use of density functional theory broken symmetry (DFT-BS) methods to explore variations in the sign and
magnitude of exchange interactions along and between the
herringbone arrays of radical π-stacks, as shown in Fig. 2.
The chlorine- and bromine-substituted derivatives (X = Cl,
Br) both have TC near 17 K at ambient pressure, values
which increase up to 21 and 24 K, respectively, with applied
pressure (Fig. 1) [20,21]. The main reason for the increase
in TC has been interpreted in terms of an initial FM (+ve)
enhancement in the exchange interaction Jπ between adjacent radicals along the slipped π-stack arrays. However, with
increasing π-stack slippage occasioned by higher pressures,
this exchange interaction becomes antiferromagnetic (−ve).
More recent ac measurements on the corresponding iodosubstituted derivative IBPSSEt revealed an ambient pressure
TC which increased rapidly to 27.5 K at around P = 2 GPa,
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TABLE I. Pressure dependence of TC for radical ferromagnets. β-p-NPNN: β-phase para-nitrophenyl nitronyl nitroxide (C13 H16 N3 O4 ),
p-Cl-TEMPO: 4-(p-chlorobenzylideneamino)-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-1-yloxyl (C16 H22 ClN2 O) 2,5-DFPNN: 2,5-difluorophenyl-αnitronyl nitroxide (C13 H15 N2 O2 F2 ), Dupeyredioxyl: N, N  -dioxyl-1,3,5.7-tetramethyl-2,6-diazaadamantane, γ -BBDTA · GaCl4 :benzo[1,2d:4,5-d  ]bis[1,3,2]dithiazole·GaCl4 , ClBPSSEt: 8-Chloro-4-ethyl-4H-bis[1,2,3]diselenazolo[4,5-b:5 , 4 -e]pyridin-3-yl (C7 H5 ClN3 Se4 ),
BrBPSSEt: C7 H5 BrN3 Se4 , IBPSSEt: C7 H5 IN3 Se4 . P0 signifies P = 0 and Pc is the critical pressure for FM-to-AFM transition, as determined
by M-Hdc measurements.

No.

Radical ferromagnet

Category

Initial TC (P0 )
(K)

Initial dTC /dP
(K/GPa)

d{TC /TC (P0 )}/dP
(/GPa)

Maximum TC
(K)

Pc
(GPa)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

β-p-NPNN
p-Cl-TEMPO
2,5-DFPNN
Dupeyredioxyl
p-O2 NC6 F4 CNSSN
γ -BBDTA · GaCl4
ClBPSSEt
BrBPSSEt
IBPSSEt

Nitroxyl
Nitroxyl
Nitroxyl
Nitroxyl
Thiazyl
Thiazyl
Selenazyl
Selenazyl
Selenazyl

0.61
0.28
0.45
1.48
1.30
7.0
17
17
11

−2.9 × 10−1
−2.7 × 10−1
+3.6 × 10−1
−5.0 × 10−1
+5.9 × 10−1
+5.1
+6.7
+1.1
+8.7

−4.8 × 10−1
−9.9 × 10−1
+7.9 × 10−1
−3.4 × 10−1
+4.5 × 10−1
+7.3 × 10−1
+4.1 × 10−1
+6.2 × 10−2
+7.9 × 10−1

0.61
0.28
>0.57
1.48
1.8
14.5
22
25
27.5

0.7
0.6

as seen in Fig. 3(a). With a view to improving upon the
accuracy of our ac measurements on these bisdiselenazolyls
[20–22,31], and also the broader objective of assessing the
high-pressure properties of future generations of organic radical ferromagnets, we have developed a technique for the
measurement of dc susceptibility at high pressures using a
vibrating-coil superconducting quantum interference device
(SQUID) magnetometer. Herein we describe this technique
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and demonstrate its use in the exploration of the high-pressure
magnetic structure of IBPSSEt.
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FIG. 1. Pressure dependence of TC for representative radical
ferromagnets; see Table I for the numbering scheme. The initial
response of TC to pressure for thiazyl and selenazyl radicals 5–9
is positive, contrary to that of nitroxyl radicals except for 3. The
inset shows the detailed pressure dependence of TC for the three
bisdiselenazolyl radicals XBPSSEt (X = Cl, Br, I) [20–22,31].

FIG. 2. (a) Molecular framework of bisdiselenazolyl radicals
XBPSSEt (X = Cl, Br, I). (b) Unit cell of IBPSSEt, space group
P 421 m. (c), (d) Intermolecular magnetic exchange interactions
around 4 points (J1 , J2 ) and along π stacks (Jπ ). (e) Variation in
DFT-BS calculated magnetic exchange energies as a function or
pressure, Jπ in green, J1 in red, and J2 in blue [22]; ferromagnetic
regions are highlighted in blue.
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the in-phase component m of ac magnetic susceptibility measurement on IBPSSEt, using a miniature
DAC and SQUID, performed over low-pressure [(a) P  2.4 GPa] and high-pressure [(b) P  8.0 GPa] ranges [22]. The out-of-phase
component mainly reflects large ac magnetic responses due to the eddy current of DAC, and it is not useful to detect any magnetic signal
of the target material.
II. HIGH-PRESSURE MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS
FOR FERROMAGNETIC ORDER USING SQUID
MAGNETOMETRY

The conventional method for the identification of ferromagnetic ordering involves measurement of field-cooled (FC)
magnetization at a finite dc magnetic field (Hdc ). The electromagnetic induction type detects the magnetic dynamics.
On the other hand, in a SQUID magnetometer, the magnetic
flux passing the detection coil is converted into an output
voltage (V ). Thus, the physical quantity observed by SQUID
corresponds to the magnetization (M) of the target material;
M is proportional to both the specimen volume and Hdc .
Herein we focus on the drift in V , which must be deleted in
order to generate an accurate value of M.
The measurement of M at a finite Hdc under pressures
up to approximately 10 GPa requires the use of diamond
anvil cell (DAC) techniques. The key components of a DAC
are two diamond anvils, with a gasket sandwiched between
them [32]. The location of the magnetic detection coil is
restricted because of the space limitations, as seen in Fig. 4(a).
The valid techniques to solve the drift problem in this extremely confined geometry are restricted to (1) a Fourier
analysis of the response V to an applied ac magnetic field Hac
(SQUID-ac) [20–22] resulting in ac magnetic susceptibility
and (2) a Fourier analysis of V responding to axial vibration
of the detection coil (vibrating-coil SQUID magnetometer,
so-called SQUID-VCM) [33,34] resulting in dc magnetic
susceptibility.
One approach similar to method (1) is to use a commercial
SQUID magnetometer with a miniature DAC [35]. This is
particularly useful for high-pressure experiments on cuprate
superconductors because of the wide temperature range accessible [36–38]. In this approach, the detection coil, with
an inside diameter of 20 mm, is located in the liquid-helium

bath, thermally isolated from the sample chamber. Here, V
reflects the magnetic flux from the miniature DAC (both
intrinsic magnetic and eddy-current induced magnetic fluxes)
as well as M of the target sample. V is measured at the same
frequency as that of Hac . The smaller the moment of the
sample becomes, the more difficult it is to distinguish from
the background of the DAC itself.
Previous high-pressure experiments on IBPSSEt were conducted using ac magnetic susceptibility methods on a commercial SQUID magnetometer [22]; technical details are
described elsewhere [31]. The amplitude of Hac was 3.86
Oe. The magnetic signal became small and broad near P =
4 GPa, as seen in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). By contrast, in the
SQUID-VCM experiment, the detection coil of 20 turns
equipped with the compensation coil of 10 turns is slightly
separated from the gasket and it effectively detects the magnetic flux of the target material. The V component oscillating
with a frequency equal to that of the coil vibration is obtained
by Fourier analysis. It is important to note that the detected
signal is not a dynamic response but a static response to the
coil movement in a fixed Hdc , representing the dc magnetic
susceptibility.
III. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD: SQUID-VCM

The synthesis of IBPSSEt (8-iodo-4-ethyl-4Hbis[1,2,3]diselenazolo[4,5-b:5 , 4 -e]pyridin-3-yl) has been
described elsewhere [22]. Samples were sealed in glass vials
under vacuum until sample preparation for the high-pressure
experiment. The DFT broken symmetry calculated J values
cited herein [22] are defined in magnitude and sign in terms
of the phenomenological Hamiltonian Hex = −2Jij {Si · Sj }.
The DAC is mounted in the 4 He refrigerator with a 1-K
pot, and the entire DAC is heated. The use of diamond anvils
with different culet sizes (i.e., 500 and 550 μm) allows the
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the resonating frequency of the vibrating actuators. The DAC
and the actuating unit are located in the cryostat, as shown in
Fig. 4(b). Consequently, V is a sinusoidal function with the
above frequency, and V increases along with Hdc . Hdc was
applied at 30 Oe at maximum. The use of a lock-in amplifier at
the vibration frequency yields the amplitude of V . Figure 4(c)
shows the temperature dependence of V for IBPSSEt at P =
0.2 GPa. In the initial zero-field-cooled (ZFC) measurement,
the Meissner signal of lead is larger than the magnetically
positive response of IBPSSEt above 15 K. During subsequent
field-cooled measurements, while maintaining Hdc of 30 Oe,
the sample was repeatedly warmed and cooled. While a small
thermal hysteresis is noted, the temperature below which M
exhibits a prominent increase does not change. Using this
increase as its definition, TC becomes 15 K. It is stressed that
there is a large enhancement on field cooling, characteristic of
FM ordering, making this technique suitable for high-pressure
measurements of ferromagnets [41].
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FIG. 4. (a) Overview of SQUID-VCM: The use of diamond
anvils with different culet size (i.e., 500 and 550 μm) allows the
CuBe-NiCrAl composite gasket to be deformed away from the NbTi
detection coil. The detection coil is ideally vibrated at the place
where the slope of magnetic flux against the distance from the
sample (shown as the sensitivity curve) is maximum. (b) Photograph
of the DAC and actuating unit in the cryostat. (c) An example of
a performance test for IBPSSEt at P = 0.2 GPa: It contains one
heating process after ZFC, three field-cooling (FC) ones, and two
heating ones after FC. By investigating the influence of field cooling,
the development of ferromagnetic correlation can be observed.

CuBe-NiCrAl composite gasket to be deformed away from the
NbTi detection coil. The NiCrAl disk with a diameter of 410
μm was inserted into the hole drilled in the center of the CuBe
gasket [39]. After pressing the composite gasket down to 70
μm, a hole with a diameter of 200 μm was drilled in the center. In the sample cavity, the powdered sample of IBPSSEt was
held together with the pressure transmitting medium (PTM)
Apiezon-J oil or Daphne oil 7373, ruby as a room-temperature
manometer, and lead as a manometer at liquid-4 He temperature. The magnitude of the pressure (P ) was estimated at
room temperature by measuring the fluorescence of ruby
[40]. Using an actuating unit consisting of three piezoelectric
actuators of bimorph type, the detection coil is ideally vibrated
at the place where the slope of magnetic flux against the
distance from the sample is maximum, as shown in Fig. 4(a).
To obtain sufficient amplitude of the vibration of the detection
coil at liquid-helium temperature, the driving frequency of
the vibrating actuators is chosen to be 168 Hz, that is, near

Figure 5 shows the M-T profile for IBPSSEt performed
over two runs at 30 Oe, the first [Fig. 5(a)] using Apiezon-J
oil as the PTM and the second [Fig. 5(b)] using Daphne oil
7373 as the PTM. Figure 5(a) presents the data for P = 0,
2.1, and 4.1 GPa cycled through cooling and heating after FC.
At P = 0 GPa, there is a small hysteresis between the two
cycles; indeed, at all three pressures, a slight hysteresis was
observed. Figure 5(b) shows the heating cycle data for P =
0.2, 3.7, 6.3, and 9.7 GPa after FC.
With reference to the heating curves, the value of M at
P = 0 GPa gradually changes below 17 K, and M increases
rapidly for T < 13 K. However, at P = 2.1 GPa, there is an
abrupt increase rather than a gradual change in M near TC =
27.5 K, exhibiting an ideal ferromagnetic T dependence of
M. The ferromagnetic curvature of M (T ) was also observed
at 3.7 GPa in the second run. However, as P increases as P =
2.1 → 3.7 → 4.1 → 6.3 GPa, M decreases systematically.
For P = 0, 2.1, and 3.7 GPa, the lead manometer exhibits
an inverse Meissner signal, as seen in the inset of Fig. 5 for
P = 2.1 GPa, in response to the FM order of IBPSSEt. On
the other hand, for P  4.1 GPa, the lead exhibits a normal
Meissner signal. It is considered that the regular FM ordering
collapses at approximately 4 GPa. The M for P  4.1 GPa
was prominently observed in the FC process. There, the ferromagnetic domains should exist, and a certain exchange path
changes the sign from positive (ferromagnetic) to negative
(antiferromagnetic). As seen in the inset of Fig. 5(b), M for
P = 6.3 and 9.7 GPa increases in two steps, suggesting the
existence of at least two dominant exchange paths.
The T dependence of M at P = 2.1 GPa is typical for FM
order predicted by mean-field theory. The two solid and two
dashed curves in Fig. 6(a) stand for the Brillouin function with
S = 1/2 and TC = 25.0, 26.0, 27.0, and 27.5 K. Given the inevitable pressure distribution of approximately 10% expected
in the highly compressed state, we conclude that the M (T )
curve at P = 2.1 GPa is well reproduced with the Brillouin
function. In particular, M (T ) observed in the warming process
can be reproduced with TC = 27.0–27.5 K. We try to reproduce the increase in M at Hdc = 30 Oe just below TC by using
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FIG. 5. SQUID-VCM measurement for IBPSSEt using (a) Apiezon-J oil as the PTM for both the FC process of 30 Oe and heating process
maintaining its Hdc and (b) Daphne oil 7373 as the PTM for the heating process after FC of 30 Oe. The insets of (a) and (b) show M (T ) for
the heating process at (a) P = 2.1 GPa and (b) P = 6.3 and 9.7 GPa, respectively.

the scaling curve of (TC − T )β for the spontaneous magnetization. Now it is difficult to estimate the critical exponent from
the log-log plot of M (T ) for T < TC due to the inevitable
pressure distribution and temperature gradient. When looking
at M (T ) over a wide T range as shown in Fig. 6(b), the
growth of M below TC can be reproduced by the scaling curve
with the critical exponent β = 0.369 in the three-dimensional
Heisenberg system [42] and TC = 26.0–28.0 K. We conclude
that an ideal three-dimensional FM order with an isotropic
nature is stabilized there, and further confirm TC is the highest
one among those observed for an organic system.
Figure 7 shows the P dependence of TC for IBPSSEt,
along with the results obtained previously from SQUID-ac
measurements [22]. In the latter TC was determined as T
corresponding to the peak position of ac magnetization Mac
as seen in Fig. 3. However, in the present dc susceptibility
measurements Mdc , TC represents T exhibiting the prominent increase of M. Below 4 GPa, TC ’s obtained by the
two methods are satisfyingly consistent, both displaying a
maximum near 2 GPa. Above 4 GPa, there is a broad anomaly
in Mac , where the peak temperature hardly changes with
pressure. However, Mdc has a two-stage increase, suggesting that the magnetic ordering proceeds in two steps with
decreasing T .
V. DISCUSSION

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the magnetic structure of IBPSSEt
possesses both axial (Jπ ) and lateral (J1,2 ) exchange pathways, and DFT calculations suggest that the axial Jπ interaction should become more ferromagnetic with increasing

pressure, so that around 1.5–2.0 GPa all exchange pathways
are FM (+ve) in nature. This would correspond to the optimal
ferromagnetic state identified by the Mdc measurements, as
seen in Fig. 6. Above this optimal pressure, all three exchange
interactions (Jπ and J1,2 ) trend towards antiferromagnetic
(−ve) values. Indeed, Mdc shifts slightly toward lower temperature (Fig. 5), and its maximum value is reduced. At P > 3
GPa J2 continues to decrease to more AFM values, but both
Jπ and J1 start to increase at around 4–5 GPa, and beyond
6 GPa Jπ in particular experiences a large FM enhancement,
which arises from a decrease in the degree of slippage of the
radical π-stacks [22]. As a result, the magnetic network may
be considered to be a one-dimensional (1D) axial FM system
with weak FM J1 and weak AFM J2 lateral interactions.
From the viewpoint of the dimensionality of the magnetic
structure, the spin system changes to being predominantly 2D
at P < 1.5 GPa to 3D near P = 2 GPa to 1D at P > 6 GPa.
As illustrated in Fig. 7, the upper characteristic temperature
observed at P = 6.3 and 9.7 GPa is related with the 1D FM
exchange path as dominant exchange contributor, while the
lower one originates primarily from the interchain interactions
consisting of FM (J1 ) and AFM (J2 ) paths.
VI. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the variable pressure response of
the field-cooled magnetization Mdc of the neutral radical
ferromagnet IBPSSEt using SQUID-VCM methods. Analysis
of the results has provided insight into the dominant magnetic interaction paths that contribute to the overall magnetic
structure. At ambient pressure, the magnetic structure is
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FIG. 6. The analyses of M (T ) for both a T decrease and T
increase in the FC process at P = 2.1 GPa using the Brillouin function (a) and scaling curve with critical component (β = 0.369) for
the spontaneous magnetization in the three-dimensional Heisenberg
system (b). In (a), M (T ) observed in the warming process can be
reproduced with the Brillouin function with a spin quantum number
S = 1/2 and TC = 27.0–27.5 K. In (b), there are three scaling curves
proportional to (TC − T )β with β = 0.369 and TC = 26.0–28.0 K. A
is an arbitrary constant.

stacks (Jπ ) give rise to a more isotropic 3D FM network. In
particular, we have been able to confirm experimentally that
the state at 2 GPa is the ideal FM system, and its TC = 27.5 K
is the highest one among organic spin systems. With further
compression, the magnetic structure becomes dominated by
the value of Jπ , so that at P > 6 GPa the material may be
considered as a 1D FM chain system. The present study thus
demonstrates how accurate Mdc measurements may be used
in conjunction with high-pressure powder x-ray diffraction
data and DFT calculations to understand subtle pressuredriven changes in the dimensionality of the magnetic networks
within organic ferromagnets.
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